
Yellow is even Better and Brighter than Before!
Yellow Business is a well-known advertising brand in the New Zealand market that has helped 
over 70,000 customers with their marketing needs, from digital through to print advertising.

When their legacy telephony system reached end of life, Yellow reviewed their entire 
communications platform in two primary locations, Auckland and Christchurch. They 
decided that it was an opportune time to move to a single infrastructure across both 
sites, with the aim of providing improved collaboration amongst their teams and 
benefits such as shared call answering and handling – a modern, robust and future-
proof solution to reflect a renewed business drive.

Content to stay with Enghouse Interactive as their contact centre provider and 
leveraging Lexel Systems as their integrator, Yellow migrated to a new consolidated 
infrastructure environment with Microsoft Skype for Business. This new solution 
utilised Enghouse Interactive’s two tightly integrated contact centre and quality 
management solutions: Communications Centre and Quality Management Suite, both 
using the Enghouse Interactive TouchPoint client application.

Background
Yellow has transformed its business from the original “Yellow Pages” hard copy telephone 
advertising directories to an up-to-the-minute agency. Yellow now delivers anything 
from digital marketing to print advertising, including customised marketing solutions, online 
marketing and advertising, and professionally crafted videos.

Regardless of the changes in the offering, what hasn’t changed is the need to take 
customer sales and finance calls, and channel them through to the right place, in the 
most efficient and effective manner.

Enghouse Interactive – formerly Zeacom – Communications Centre, was initially 
deployed in 2009, becoming an integral piece of Yellow’s customer experience, 
experience, particularly with the very popular, and then new, Callback module. 

Moving on to 2017, Yellow operated with two disparate PBXs situated in Auckland and 
Christchurch. The Auckland site had a Cisco system and used Enghouse Interactive 
Communications Centre as a contact centre solution, along with Enghouse’s legacy 
Record & Evaluate solution for quality management. The Christchurch site used Asterisk.

Yellow realised it needed to fully upgrade its communications infrastructure, since 
both the Asterisk hardware platform and Cisco Unified Communications Manager 
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had reached end of life. This was preventing the contact centre from upgrading to the latest version of Enghouse Interactive’s 
Communications Centre, and in particular to its new TouchPoint application for agents and supervisors.

In December 2017, Yellow Business commissioned Lexel Systems to upgrade their communications platform to Microsoft 
Skype for Business, integrated with the latest version of Enghouse Interactive’s Communications Centre.

With the support of Lexel Systems, Yellow Business migrated all staff onto Microsoft Skype for Business from Cisco and Asterisk, 
and the Auckland staff transitioned from their Cisco desktop phones to a one hundred percent softphone environment for all 
Enghouse Interactive Communications Centre users. They also upgraded to Enghouse’s more recently developed user interface: 
TouchPoint. Built as part of a massive and comprehensive user-led design project, TouchPoint’s bright, clean and easy-to-use interface 
incorporates the features and requirements gathered by Enghouse over 20+ years of providing contact centre software.

Yellow’s contact centre comprised three teams using the Enghouse Interactive solution, handling a mix of inbound and outbound voice 
calls plus email. For recording, quality monitoring and agent evaluation, Yellow replaced their old solution with the Enghouse Interactive 
Quality Management Suite.

Challenges and Concerns
The Yellow IT team managing the migration faced a number of challenges commonly seen with this kind of project:

• Historical data that needed to be cleaned up.
• Staff with administration knowledge of the legacy solutions had left the business, so someone had to learn and understand the 

product from scratch in order to reconfigure it.
• External and internal routing configurations were inherited, unclear and undocumented.
In addition to all of these, the legacy Asterisk environment was extremely complex, and in the Auckland contact centre, the business 
used a custom-built solution to record and capture verbal contract agreements, which were then stored in the Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system for lookup and regulatory purposes.

For Yellow, where calls are their lifeblood, there were very natural apprehensions about the transition. Concerns were raised around 
call loss while migrating, the unknown experience of using soft phones instead of traditional hardware equipment, and of course call 
quality in the new environment. The biggest concern was changing the customer care representatives’ client application from their 
familiar old “Desktop” to the new “TouchPoint” application. Yellow’s management were anxious to ensure staff received sufficient 
training on the new system to enable them to continue delivering high quality service to customers. In particular, the customer care 
representatives in the contact centre staff needed to be fully up-to-speed from day one..

“ICT services and solutions provider Lexel Systems worked alongside Yellow and 
Enghouse Interactive to ensure the Communications Centre solution migrated 

smoothly across to the new Microsoft Skype for Business platform, and to implement 
a fully fault-tolerant multi-site system between Auckland and Christchurch.”

HEAD OF INFRASTRUCTURE, YELLOW
Dave Lippard

“As we transform, the number one priority for Yellow is our customer. Our customer 
has to come first, and we’re non-negotiable on that. So we have partnered with 

Enghouse because they believe the same thing; they share the same values and 
they realise that Yellow’s customer has to come first... that is so powerful.”

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, YELLOW
Bruce Pilbrow
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“The TouchPoint interface is way better: Easy to use and user-friendly – everyone got used  
to it straightaway. The reporting dashboard is professional, informative and easy to use.”

CONTACT CENTRE MANAGER, YELLOW
Cassandra Barton

Solution
The implementation team of Yellow, Enghouse and Lexel Systems put in place a number of processes and business tools as a means 
of assuring success:

• A robust migration plan that they adhered to tightly. User Acceptance Testing and training were thorough, ensuring a trouble-free and 
easy implementation of the new solution.

• A new bespoke contract confirmation plug-in, built by Enghouse Interactive, to capture recordings via TouchPoint and the Quality 
Management Suite, and to write away the record to the CRM. This solution needed to be fully integrated with Microsoft Skype for 
Business and be in place ready for use, as soon as the system was cut over.

• A re-work of the configuration to streamline business logic right across the new solution.
• Pre-implementation training was organised as part of the migration, however, Communications Centre’s new user interface, 

TouchPoint, is specifically designed for maximum intuitiveness and minimal on-boarding time.

Results and Benefits

Yellow found the new interface easy to use, and extremely user-friendly. Customer care representatives received minimal training of 
just one hour, and managers reported that everyone became accustomed to the new application straightaway.

Some clear wins with TouchPoint:

• Intuitive, with minimal training required, yet providing a significant array of new features that include personal agent KPIs and 
dashboards, enhanced recording integration, and extended call context – all on a smaller desktop foot-print.

• The ability to add tabs. For example for external websites, so that everything is accessed from the same app, and users feel like 
they’re working in one system.

• Customer care representatives and team leaders can still see every single queue (based on permissions).
• Straightforward capture of the verbal confirmation of a sale, via the new recording integration with TouchPoint.
• Customer care representatives can access their own call history at any time, allowing for immediate lookup and faster resolution of 

any concerns. Historical data is available in real time.
• Customer care representatives can now view their own quality score against their KPIs or goals.
Another step up was the move from the old Zeacom Record & Evaluate solution to Enghouse Interactive’s very popular Quality 
Management Suite (QMS):

• Yellow’s team found QMS extremely user-friendly.
• Team leaders like the new evaluation score cards and were able to set these up with minimum training.
• A definite plus is the team leaders’ ability to email links of the appropriate score cards to the relevant customer care representatives.
• Also popular is the QMS real-time reporting, which users find so much easier than their previous solution.
Using Microsoft Skype for Business, staff in both locations are now connected via voice and instant messaging. Calls answered at any 
location via Skype for Business or TouchPoint can be easily and painlessly transferred to staff wherever they are, with their availability 
easily determined ahead of processing, thanks to TouchPoint’s tight integration with the Skype for Business client.

The integrated solution also enables IT to manage all aspects of Yellow’s communications from a single (any) location. 

““Lexel Systems is a great NZ ICT partner to work with. Their Skype for Business experts are 
leaders in the market and the on-going support they provide for both Enghouse Interactive and the 

Skype for Business platform ensures we can always deliver the best experience to our customers.”

HEAD OF INFRASTRUCTURE, YELLOW
Dave Lippard
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“We’ve done a really big piece on customer satisfaction since putting in this platform 
that has shown a huge increase in our customer experience that we can completely 
attribute to the work that our customer care agents are providing to our customers.”

BUSINESS ENABLEMENT MANAGER, YELLOW
Jill Mann

Communications Centre’s powerful administrator interface allows feature control to the minutest level, or enables them to wider groups. 
Even the administration can be broken down to allow ownership for the appropriate staff over their own teams or areas.

The Enghouse Interactive Communications Centre solution with Microsoft Skype for Business provides Yellow with the following benefits:

• Already well in-line with industry SLAs, Yellow’s service level is significantly up more than eight percentage points since the upgrade. While 
this is seen as primarily the result of internal changes, some of these were facilitated by the upgrade. For example, the flexibility provided 
by the new solution at times of extreme or unforeseen call volume. This flexibility allows managers to easily overflow calls to other parts of 
the business so that calls can be directed to multiple teams rather than being confined to a single team.

• Another critical improvement is the abandon rate on inbound calls, a flow-on effect from the improved service level. Caller 
abandonment for calls waiting in queue improved by over three percentage points, and this is expected to grow.

• Communications Centre enables Yellow to offer highly intelligent, skills-based call routing to services across the system. This is further 
enhanced by the Skype for Business environment where all destinations can be reached no matter where the physical location.

• With the integration of the new quality management solution, customer care representatives can access, in real time, historical 
recordings of their own calls, enabling immediate query resolution.

• Communications Centre’s newly developed Customer Journey Contact Server, released in Communications Centre’s latest version 
10, is a highly scalable interface to Microsoft Active Directory, that provides flexible, relevance-prioritised searching and extremely fast 
lookups. Supporting information-gathering for customer journey management and giving users instant access to all of Yellow’s contacts 
via TouchPoint, the Contact Server significantly minimises multiple handling, reducing the burden on customer care representatives and 
improving their productivity.

• Communications Centre’s centralised reporting is greatly enhanced by unification under the single Skype for Business deployment, 
allowing managers to accurately report on activities across locations.

• Enghouse Interactive is able to use Skype for Business’ native response groups as a failover in the event that the Enghouse server is 
unavailable. This is done at Skype Front End level.

Future Goals
With the system now firmly in place, Yellow has a few more communications improvements to look forward to in the future:

• Work from home program – Yellow is keen to use yet another opportunity provided by the new solution: flexibility for staff to work remotely, 
even the representatives in the contact centre (a group that in the wider industry has rarely been supported in remote employment).

• Integrated email – the business aims to handle more emails in TouchPoint, giving better visibility across all channels.
• CRM integration – Closer integration between TouchPoint and the CRM for enhanced customer management.

“It’s a mission critical platform, so we need the best partners.  
Enghouse and Lexel have delivered on that promise

HEAD OF INFRASTRUCTURE, YELLOW
Dave Lippard


